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NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg, the President of the European Council, Charles Michel, and the President of the European
Commission, Ursula von der Leyen, met on Tuesday (10 January 2023) at NATO Headquarters to sign the third Joint Declaration on
NATO-European Union cooperation. Source: NATO News
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The strategic partnership between the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the European
Union (EU) continues to strengthen long-lasting commitments to promoting peace and prosperity in
the Euro-Atlantic area. On January 10th, 2023, the third Joint Declaration on EU-NATO Cooperation
was signed in order to address common security challenges. Thus, the transcendence of underlining
the priority areas of cooperation.

The exponential growth of geopolitical competition extrapolates the EU-NATO partnership to other
destabilizing sectors. The outbreak of war in Ukraine stresses the pertinence of guaranteeing global
stability and security, highlighting the need for mitigation measures. As stated by NATO’s Secretary
General Jens Stoltenberg, “authoritarian actors challenge our interests, values and democratic
principles through military but also political, economic and technological means”1. Hence, the

1 European Commission. (2023, January 10). Joint Declaration EU-NATO Cooperation [video]. Youtube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PBxXsUhBdM
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importance of revitalizing collaboration (notably in the sector of technologies) so that new emerging
threats are properly tackled.

Simultaneously, the evolving nature of security reformulates the respective policies not only towards
the Russian Federation but also towards other actors of the international system such as China. The
structural reorganization of the international order is reflected in the history of cooperation between
NATO and the EU, which systematically determines the future of the Euro-Atlantic space2. The over
twenty-years relationship has been primarily driven by conflict-related variables ranging from
terrorism to climate change. Nevertheless, it was not until the last decade that collaboration levels
reached their highest peak.

Redefining a more assertive approach

Despite sharing same values-based systems, the convergence of interests determined the
establishment of a more assertive approach. The growing transnational nature of threats to global
security led to the signature of the 2016 Warsaw Joint Declaration, which recognized for the first-time
common challenges such as hybrid threats or capacity-building, and the 2018 Brussels Joint
Declaration, which articulated the set objectives including military mobility as a pivotal element.
Accordingly, the growing complexity of the geopolitical landscape has led to an expansion of these
previous agreements, therefore pushing towards the signature of the third Joint Declaration on
EU-NATO Cooperation.

In an attempt to reinforce the trans-Atlantic bond, the candidacy of Sweden and Finland to NATO
membership is translated into the main driving factor for closer NATO-EU ties. Among the different
goals, aspects such as maritime cooperation in the Mediterranean either responsiveness to hybrid
threats or reinforcing the defense and security of Eastern and Southern members are notably
highlighted. Notwithstanding, it is significant to clarify the existing limitations to a stronger
partnership.

The 2023 Joint Declaration on EU-NATO Cooperation is primarily delimitated to its symbolic character.
In fact, the need for consultation with other members questions the positioning of countries such as
Turkey, which maintains opaque relations with certain European states. Among the set of priorities,
the idea of spreading a sentiment of transatlantic unity seems to be rooted at the core of actions.
Nevertheless, it is possible to identify three main differences when comparing it to previous
declarations.

Firstly, recognition is granted to the principle of collective defense while advocating for its primacy.
Thus, the importance of underlining the security implications of Sweden and Finland’s accession to
NATO. Secondly, it is possible to identify a higher degree of acceptance of EU defensive initiatives
thanks to their complementary roles in the securitization of the European continent. Besides, this has
been accompanied by the launch of a new EU-NATO task force, which is aimed at guaranteeing
resilience and critical infrastructure protection. Lastly, it is possible to identify an official
acknowledgement of China’s growing assertiveness, which enhances a more inclusive EU-NATO
approach towards other actors in the international system3.

3 Bayer. L. (2023, January 10). EU and NATO vow to expand cooperation. POLITICO.
https://www.politico.eu/article/eu-nato-vow-expand-cooperation/

2 Lațici, T. (2020 October). Understanding EU-NATO cooperation. European Parliamentary Research
Service [EPRS].
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2020/659269/EPRS_BRI(2020)659269
_EN.pdf
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The mutual benefits of common security and defense initiatives seem to be coordinated with policies
for greater independence, for instance, in the energy sector. Despite compliance with
decision-making autonomy, cooperation continues to be based on mutual openness and transparent
processes. Parallelly, enhancing military support to Ukraine remains a core variable in the degree of
involvement of NATO Allies and EU member states. Consequently, NATO-EU cooperation will certainly
be determined by the future positionings of its respective members, finally redefining the current
geopolitical landscape. As stated by Sten Rynning, “The EU will continue to rely on NATO’s military
strength but may also expect of other allies, notably the US, the recognition that EU defense planning
address problems left unresolved by NATO’s defence planning mechanism”4. Indeed, both institutions
will require strong political will in order to reinstate the European security order.
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